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The geometric relationship between different types of low-temperature intracrystalline 
deformation microstructures in naturally deformed quartz is underestimated in the 
evolutionary models for these deformation features, as proposed in published material. 
Contradictions between the large variety of models that have been suggested, show that 
their validity is still ambiguous and that there is probably no unique interpretation.  
In several compression experiments the relation between the formation of the individual 
microstructures, the crystallographic orientation with respect to the principal stresses and 
the amount of strain has been assessed. Experiments, conducted under a high temperature 
and strain rate, show e.g. that blocky and straight strings are recrystallised and that fine 
extinction bands are often erased after a certain amount of strain. The true relationship 
between the different intracrystalline deformation features needs, however, to be assessed 
more elaborately. Moreover, there is still a need for detailed observations in naturally 
deformed quartz with different deformation histories, in order to properly correlate the 
experimental conditions with the ambient conditions in the earth’s crust. This study focuses 
on vein quartz (de)formed in a low-temperature regime, in order to survey the pre-
recrystallisation stages in the history of the intracrystalline microstructures. In this respect, 
to avoid any genetic connotation, we suggest the use a purely descriptive terminology: fine 
extinction bands (instead of deformation lamellae), wide extinction bands (instead of e.g. 
deformation bands), blocky strings and straight strings (instead of e.g. shear bands). 
In the vein quartz of well-studied veins in subgreenschist metamorphic metapelites of 
the High-Ardenne slate belt (Belgium, France, Germany), all deformation features 
summarised above have been recognised. Extensive optical microscopy on the vein quartz 
showed that the microstructures appear geometrically related and that the appearance of 
the strings strongly depends on the presence of other deformation microstructures. 
Additionally, the structures are often hardly distinguishable with optical microscopy. As 
such, blocky strings appear to continue into wide extinction bands and sometimes into 
divergent fine extinction bands. Furthermore, in all crystals containing strings, fine extinction 
bands are present. If there is only one set of fine extinction bands present, they mostly 
parallel a set of strings. If two sets of extinction bands are present, both sets can either 
parallel the strings, or parallel the bisectors of the strings. Furthermore, wide extinction 
bands, blocky and straight strings are very often bounded by healed fractures. The 
geometrical relationship observed, can suggest (1) a similar formation mechanism for the 
different microstructures, (2) a weakening effect for successive microstructure formation or 
(3) a dependency on the crystallography. More results of an integrated approach using 
optical microscopy, SEM-CL, EBSD-OIM and U-Stage are discussed and compared to the 
variety of models that have been suggested in literature. 
